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Abstract We present ionospheric plasma conditions observed by the EISCAT radars in Tromsø and on
Svalbard, covering 68°–81° geomagnetic latitude, during 6–8 September 2017. This is a period when X2.2
and X9.3 X-ray flares occurred, two interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) arrived at the Earth
accompanied by enhancements of MeV-range energetic particle flux in both the solar wind (SEP event)
and inner magnetosphere, and an AL < �2,000 substorm took place. (1) Both X flares caused enhancement
of ionospheric electron density for about 10 min. The X9.3 flare also increased temperatures of both
electrons and ions over 69°–75° geomagnetic latitude until the X-ray flux decreased below the level of X-class
flares. However, the temperature was not enhanced after the previous X2.2 flare in the prenoon sector.
(2) At around 75° geomagnetic latitude, the prenoon ion upflow flux slightly increased the day after the
X9.3 flare, which is also after the first ICME and a SEP event, while no outstanding enhancement was found at
the time of these X flares. (3) The upflow velocity sometimes decreased when the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) turned southward. (4) Before the first ICME arrival after the SEP event under weak IMF with Bz
~0 nT, a substorm-like expansion of the auroral arc signature took place without local geomagnetic signature
near local midnight, while no notable change was observed after the ICME arrival. (5) AL reached<�2,000 nT
only after the arrival of the second ICME with strongly southward IMF. Causality connections between the
solar/solar wind event and the ionospheric responses remain unclear.

1. Introduction

Recent studies show that ionospheric ion escape increases with geomagnetic activity with an exponential
dependence on geomagnetic Kp index, with relations of O+ outflow flux ∝ exp(0.5*Kp) up to Kp ≤ 6 according
to the midaltitude Dynamics Explorer 1 satellite with apogee 23,000 km (Yau et al., 1988, see also Moore et al.,
1999) and total O+ loss rate ∝ exp(0.45*Kp) up to Kp ≤ 7 in the manetosheath and high-altitude open mag-
netosphere such as the exterior cusp and plasma mantle (Slapak et al., 2017). The dependence on Kp is much
stronger than that on the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) north–south (Bz) component (Lennartsson et al.,
2004; Slapak et al., 2015; Yau et al., 1988) and even stronger than the high dependence on the solar EUV flux
represented by F10.7 index (Cully et al., 2003; Lennartsson et al., 2004; Peterson et al., 2008; Yau et al., 1988).

Such a nonlinear dependence on Kp also exponentially enhances energy extraction from the solar wind to
the cusp current system through the mass-loading effect of the escaping ions, i.e., inelastic mixing of escap-
ing ions and incoming solar wind ions (Yamauchi & Slapak, 2018a, 2018b), enhancing the risk of space
weather hazards in that local region. Thus, the ionosphere plays two important roles in ion escape, one ener-
gizing the ionospheric ions through various energization mechanisms (e.g., André & Yau, 1997) such as Joule
heating (Brekke & Rino, 1978) and the other extracting energy from the solar wind through the mass-loading
effect of the escaping ions.

Ion escape during space weather events has additional importance because Schillings et al. (2017) found that
the escaping O+

flux for Kp> 7 can be higher than the predicted values from the exponential Kp dependence
for Kp ≤ 7. The results suggest that (1) past ion loss from the ionosphere could have been larger than the
above estimate (Yamauchi & Slapak, 2018a) and (2) the energy extraction and relevant space weather hazards
in the polar region can be even larger than predicted by any existingmodel using our knowledge for ordinary
conditions of Kp < 7. Indeed, there is no guarantee that the response of the high-latitude ionosphere to
extreme solar and interplanetary space weather conditions stays within the expected range from ordinary
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active conditions through UV ionization, particle precipitations, and electromagnetic energy input repre-
sented by, for example, Akasofu’s coupling function (Akasofu, 1981; Newell et al., 2007, 2008).

There are many reports on the average ionospheric response to UV flux, particle precipitation, and magneto-
spheric activity (e.g., Kirkwood & Osepian, 1995; Schunk & Nagy, 2009). Also, many studies exist on the iono-
spheric responses to space weather conditions that accompanied major magnetic storms for individual
parameters that contribute the ion outflow, such as electron density (e.g., Tsurutani et al., 2005), electron
and ion temperature (e.g., Wahlund et al., 1992), electric current system and horizontal convection (e.g.,
Gonzalez et al., 1994), and resultant heatings (e.g., Aikio & Selkälä, 2009; Klumpar et al., 1984).

However, the numbers of event studies of ion outflow during extreme space weather conditions, such as the
6–10 September 2017 event, are far from sufficient. Even for the relatively known ionospheric parameters
mentioned above, all the upstream drivers have yet to be identified. Also, the relative importance is not
yet clear among possible drivers of the extraordinary high ion escape during extreme space weather condi-
tions, for example, enhanced UV, enhanced solar wind (density, bulk velocity, and dynamic pressure) behind
interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs), strong IMF and its southward component Bz, flux enhance-
ment of upstream MeV particles called the solar energetic particle (SEP) events (Futaana et al., 2008;
Reames, 1999), flux enhancement of trapped energetic particles in the inner magnetosphere known as the
geosynchronous solar proton events (e.g., Turunen, 1993), the main phase of the major magnetic storm with
enhanced ring current, a severe substorm, and combinations of these elements.

To make a good assessment of this unsolved question, it is necessary to monitor ion outflow continuously at
the most significant locations at different times before and after space weather events when these possible
causes occur. In this respect, the 6–8 September 2017 event is ideal for two reasons: (1) because the series of
X-class X-ray flares, ICME arrivals, SEP events, and changes of IMF Bz polarity occurred with good separation
from each other and (2) because the timing of these events are ideal for both the Cluster satellites and the
EISCAT radars (e.g., Wannberg et al., 1997). When the X9.3 flare occurred (details of timing are summarized
in section 3), EISCAT observed the local noon sector, where the solar irradiation effect on the ionosphere
is maximized. EISCAT observed local midnight when two ICMEs arrived in consecutive days, with the first
ICME during northward IMF and the second ICME during strongly southward IMF. On 7 September,
many sudden changes of IMF polarities from positive Bz to negative Bz (<�5 nT) took place when EISCAT
observed the morning sector, where the upflow flux is statistically highest at this local time at high
latitudes. Finally, EISCAT observed the local noon sector when a large southward turning of IMF to purely
and stable southward (Bz ~�17 nT) arrived at the Earth on 8 September. For the second ICME, Cluster
traversed the cusp and polar cap (the main route of the ion escape) before and after the ICME arrival
(Schillings et al., 2018).

Both the EISCAT 224 MHz VHF radar at Tromsø, Norway (69.6°N geographic latitude, or 66.7° corrected geo-
magnetic latitude: CGLat), and the two 500 MHz antennas on Svalbard (78.2°N geographic latitude, or 75.4°
CGLat) were operating during period of the events (e.g., X flares, ICME, and SEP events), running common
programme observations in a meridian circle observation configuration. The configuration and observation
modes are described in the supporting information (Ogawa et al., 2000; Tjulin, 2017). The VHF radar and
the steerable 32 m antenna of the Svalbard radar were pointing at geographic and geomagnetic north,
respectively, at a low elevation angle of 30° both of them, thus covering a region of 70°N to 83°N geographic
latitude (68° to 82° CGLat) at heights from 70 to about 600 km. The other Svalbard antenna (42 m) is fixed
pointing along magnetic zenith. Thus, both latitudinal plasma drifts in the polar cap and local field-aligned
phenomena above Svalbard could be observed.

This unique observation in terms of timing and the location of EISCAT gives us the chance to monitor how the
ionosphere, particularly the ion flow, responded to the sequence of these events. This paper provides an
overview of the EISCAT common programme data with a focus on ion heating and escape, and complemen-
tary information to the Cluster observations of the ion escape presented in Schillings et al. (2018).

2. Data

Figure 1 shows the space weather parameters during the 6–8 September 2017, events observed by the GOES-
13 geosynchronous satellite Space Environmental Monitor (SEM), Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) at
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Figure 1. Space weather parameters and geomagnetic data from 6:00 UT, 6 September, to 18:00 UT, 8 September 2017:
(a) solar X-ray flux at 1-min resolution, (b) and (c) solar wind proton density and velocity at 1-min resolution, (d) IMF strength
and Bz component at 4-min resolution, (e) and (f) upstream energetic ion and electron fluxes at 5-min resolution,
respectively, (g) trapped energetic protons in the geostationary orbit at 5-min resolution, (h) provisional AUandAL indices at 1-
min resolution, (i) provisional SYM-H index, and (j) 1-min resolution stack plot of geomagnetic horizontal (H) component
from four stations in Norway under the same local time as the EISCAT radars’ target area (LYR, Longyearbyen; BJN, Bear Island;
TRO, Tromsø) and 5° southward (Rorvik geomagnetic station: RVK) as reference. Data are obtained from (a) and (g) GOES-13
geosynchronous satellite SEM, (b)–(f) ACE spacecraft at Sun-Earth first Lagrange point (L1), or (h)–(j) from geomagnetic
stations. The travel time from L1 to the Earth is about 30 (800 km/s) to 50 min (470 km/s). The timing for individual events
discussed in subsections 3.1–3.5 are marked between panels (d) and (e). The Cluster traversal of the cusp and polar cap
(Schillings et al., 2018) is also marked. SEM = Space Environmental Monitor; IMF = interplanetary magnetic field.
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the Sun-Earth first Lagrange point (L1), and geomagnetic indices. The GOES-13 SEM data are shown in
Figures 1a and 1g for solar X-ray flux and for trapped MeV proton flux in the geostationary orbit,
respectively. ACE data are shown in Figures 1b–1f for (b) solar wind proton density, (c) solar wind velocity,
(d) IMF strength and Bz component, (e) upstream MeV ions fluxes, and (f) upstream high energy electron
fluxes, respectively. Geomagnetic indices are shown in Figure 1h for AU and AL indices and in Figure 1i for
SYM-H index which is a 1-min resolution substitute for Dst index. In addition, Figure 1j shows a stack plot
of 1-min resolution geomagnetic horizontal (H) component data from four Norwegian stations under the
same local time zone as the target area of the EISCAT radars. The time resolution is 1 min for Figures 1a–1c
and 1h–1j, 4 min for Figure 1d, and 5 min for Figures 1e–1g, respectively. In Figures 1e–1g, where
energetic particle fluxes are presented, only selected energy ranges from the entire observation are
presented. Explanation of the geomagnetic indices is found in Davis and Sugiura (1966) for AU and AL that
represent the substorm activity and in Iyemori (1990) for SYM-H that represents the ring current activity.

In Figure 1, double-headed arrows below panel (d), with the markings §3.1, §3.2, §3.3, §3.4, and §3.5, denote
the period relevant to individual space weather events that are studied in this paper in subsections 3.1–3.5,
respectively. Figure 1 also indicates, above panel (e), the operation periods of the EISCAT common pro-
gramme and Cluster traversals over the northern polar cap and the cusp. All five events are covered by three
EISCAT antennas except for the fourth event, which is covered only by the VHF radar (Tromsø) and Cluster.

Figures 2–4 show 5-min averaged summary plots of EISCAT data during 6–8 September 2017 from the
Tromsø VHF radar, the Svalbard 42 m antenna, and the Svalbard 32 m antenna, respectively. In each figure,
from top to bottom, the following analyzed parameters are shown: (a) electron density (Ne in m�3), (b) elec-
tron temperature (Te in K), (c) ion temperature (Ti in K), and (d) ion Doppler shift velocity in the line-of-sight
direction (Vi in m/s with positive direction away from the radar). The local time in hours (LT) and UT are dif-
ferent by about 1 hr (LT ≈ UT + 1), and hence 11:00 UT corresponds approximately to the local noon. The
explanation of the EISCAT configuration and operation mode is given in the supporting information.

With respect to the viewing angle, vertical axes are displayed as geographic latitude for the VHF radar and
Svalbard 32 m antenna, and as altitude for the Svalbard 42 m antenna. Since the signal becomes noisy

Figure 2. Summary plots of EISCAT Tromsø VHF radar data during 6–8 September 2017. From top to bottom: 5-min aver-
aged values of (a) electron density (Ne), (b) electron temperature (Te), (c) ion temperature (Ti), and (d) ion Doppler shift
velocity in the line-of-sight direction (Vi). The timing for individual events discussed in subsections 3.1–3.5 are marked
between panels (c) and (d). Since the VHF radar was looking north with 30° elevation angle, the coverage area is about 69°–
70° corrected geomagnetic latitude (CGLat) for 80–200 km altitude and 70°–72° CGLat for 200–400 km altitude. The upflow
and poleward flow cannot be distinguished from this data because both give away-flow. GLat = geographic latitude.
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above 500 km, we limit our discussion to below 400 km altitude, which corresponds to approximately
71–75°N geographic latitude (approximately 68°–72° CGLat) for the VHF radar in Figure 2, 77–78°N
geographic latitude (~75° CGLat) for the Svalbard 42 m antenna in Figure 3, and 79–83°N geographic
latitude (77°–81° CGLat) for the Svalbard 32 m antenna in Figure 4.

Since horizontal flow velocity (in the order of 100 m/s) is normally faster than vertical velocity (in the order of
10 m/s as confirmed by the Svalbard 42 m antenna that is looking in the vertical direction), the 30° elevation
angle of the VHF radar (Figure 2) and Svalbard 32 m antenna (Figure 4) means that the Doppler shift velocity

Figure 3. The same as Figure 1 for the 42 m antenna of the 500 MHz Svalbard radar, pointing upward along the geomag-
netic field. Unlike the Tromsø radar, the Svalbard radar was not operating all the time, as indicated by the data gap.
GLat = geographic latitude.

Figure 4. The same as Figure 1 for the 32 m antenna of the 500 MHz Svalbard radar, pointing at geomagnetic north with
30° elevation angle. The coverage area is about 77°–79° corrected geomagnetic latitude (CGLat) for 80–200 km altitude and
79°–81° CGLat for 200–400 km altitude. Unlike the Tromsø radar, the Svalbard radar was not operating all the time, as
indicated by the data gap. GLat = geographic latitude.
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largely reflects horizontal (northward) flow velocity. In the present case, we
discuss convection signatures of >200 m/s only, and hence we can safely
interpret Figures 2d and 4d as northward flow velocities.

To make some of the features in Figures 2–4 more visible in quantitative
manner, Figures 5 and 6 show line plots of some of the EISCAT observa-
tions at selected altitude and time for §3.1 (Figure 5) and §3.3 (Figure 6).

3. Observations

We identified five independent events during the period of 6–8
September 2017 as marked in Figure 1: X2.2 and X9.3 X-ray flares occurred
around 09 and 12 UT with peak at 09:10 and 12:01 UT at the Earth, respec-
tively (§3.1); Two ICMEs arrived long after these flares at around 23:50 UT
on 6 September and 23:10 UT on 7 September with 5 min accuracy, with
the first ICME during northward IMF (§3.2) and the second ICME during
strongly southward IMF (§3.4); Many sudden changes of the IMF polarity
from northward to southward (Bz < �5 nT) occurred on 7 September
(§3.3 and one large change from slightly northward IMF to purely and
stable southward IMF (Bz ~�17 nT) at around 11:40 UT at the Earth
(§3.5). Among these, some events include subevents, such as large
changes in different parameters. The timing of these events and subevents
is summarized in Table 1.

Immediately after the second ICME with enhanced southward IMF arriving at the Earth at around 23:10 UT on
7 September (Figures 1c and 1d), magnetic storm main phase started at 23:19 UT (reaching SYM-H<�90 nT
at 23:32 UT, Figure 1i) and a severe substorm started at 23:38 UT (reaching AL < �2,000 nT at 23:43 UT,
Figure 1h). Thus, separation of the effects between individual ICMEs and the storm/substorm is not simple.

Important subevents relevant to the ionospheric heating and ion escape are SEP events, that is, limited to in
this paper, flux enhancements of MeV-range energetic particles in the solar wind, because Venus and Mars
studies have shown enhanced ion escape by the SEP event rather than ICME for the December 2006 space
weather event (Futaana et al., 2008). Since energetic particles in the solar wind can access the cusp and polar
cap where the ion escape is the most intense, we expect the same effect for the Earth. SEP events are related
to §3.2, §3.4, and §3.5 in Figure 1.

The event marked as §3.2 around the first ICME arrival on 6 September (23:09 UT at ACE spacecraft, Figure 1c)
includes gradual increases of energetic particle flux in the solar wind from around 20 UT with the first peak at
22:20 UT (Figures 1e and 1f) and a geosynchronous solar proton event at 23:35 UT (Figure 1g). Since the tim-
ing of the flux increase of the energetic particle is quite different between ACE and GOES, we use different
terminologies: SEP event in the solar wind (ACE observation) and proton event at the geosynchronous orbit
(GOES observation).

The peak of the SEP event is observed nearly simultaneously with the first ICME by the ACE spacecraft.
Therefore, these MeV particles (with much shorter travel time than the ICME) must have been locally accel-
erated by the ICME shock rather than by the solar flare at the solar surface (Reames, 1999). With this similar
timing between the ICME and the SEP event, it is difficult to identify the direct cause of the ionospheric
responses. Still, the magnetic storm sudden commencement at 23:45 UT (Figure 1i) is most likely the result
of the first ICME arrival at the Earth (estimated at around 23:50 UT on 6 September).

The same coincidence with the SEP event (first peak 22:45 UT on 7 September at ACE) or geosynchronous
proton event (start at 23:20 UT at GOES-13) is also found for the event marked by §3.4 around the second
ICME arrival (22:36 UT at ACE and about 23:10 at the Earth), which is also accompanied by a significant
enhancement of southward IMF, as shown in Figure 1d. Unlike the first ICME arrival, the flux of the MeV par-
ticles (Figure 1g) was already high from around 20 UT on 7 September at the ACE spacecraft and around
21:30 UT at geosynchronous orbit. The ACE spacecraft also detected a large southward turning of IMF simul-
taneous with this SEP event at 19:56 UT on 7 September (a short period of southward IMF during 19:20–
19:34 UT), indicating that it originated from the solar surface (the magnetic connectivity to the source

Figure 5. Line plots of (a) electron density (Ne) and (b) electron temperature
(Te) for selected altitudes from the Svalbard 42 m antenna data during
08:00–18:00 UT, 6 September 2017. (d) Running average of the estimated
upflow flux (=Ne·Vi) at 400 km altitude from the Svalbard 42 m antenna data
during 08:30–11:00 UT for three consecutive days (6–8 September 2017).
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region of the energetic particles determines their path to the Earth) rather than accelerated locally. If the
source region is connected by the IMF only to L1 but not the Earth, the geosynchronous proton event may
start much later than the arrival of the IMF change at the Earth. This means that the event marked by §3.4
can be subdivided into (a) increase of MeV particles near the Earth at around 21:30 UT and (b) second
ICME with enhanced southward IMF arriving at the Earth at around 23:10 UT.

Finally, a sudden southward turning of IMF at 11:08 UT on 8 September (to Bz < �8 nT at ACE spacecraft,
Figure 1d) marked as §3.5 is also accompanied by a sharp decrease of energetic particle flux in the solar wind
at 11:10 UT, marking the end of the SEP event, and moderate decrease of the geosynchronous proton event
at around 11:50 UT, that is, the estimated arrival time. This is again most likely related to the magnetic con-
nection to the solar surface. Identifying the direct cause of the ionospheric effect is not straightforward.

3.1. Solar Flares on 6 September (around 09 and 12 UT)

When the X9.3 flare took place at around 12 UT, EISCAT was observing the local noon sector at around 13 LT.
Therefore, direct ionospheric effects of the enhanced radiation flux are expected, such as an increase in the
total electron content (Tsurutani et al., 2005). In fact, the EISCAT radars detected at around 12 UT a short-lived
enhancement of electron density in a wide latitude range (71–73, 78, 79–81°N) below 200 km altitude in
Figures 2a, 3a, and 4a. To make this more visible, Figure 5a shows the line plots of electron density for a
10-hr period on 6 September at 100, 150, and 200 km altitudes, respectively, observed by the Svalbard
42 m antenna (cf. Figure 3). The duration of this short-lived enhancement is the same as that of the flare

Figure 6. Line plots of (a) Ti data from the Tromsø VHF radar in Figure 2, (b) Vi data from the Tromsø VHF radar and the
Svalbard 32 m antenna in Figures 2 and 4, (c) Vi data from the Svalbard 42 m antenna in Figure 3, and (d) Ne data from
the Tromsø VHF radar and the Svalbard 42 m antenna in Figures 2 and 3, for selected altitudes and limited time periods.
(e) Expanded plot of Figure 1j of geomagnetic horizontal (H) deviation. EISCAT; LYR = Longyearbyen geomagnetic station;
BJN = Bear Island geomagnetic station; TRO = Tromsø geomagnetic station.
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burst (in the order of 10 min). A similar but faint enhancement in electron
density was also detected at around 09:10 UT in the Tromsø radar
(Figure 2) when another X flare (X2.2 flare) occurred.

Simultaneously, electron temperature (Te) enhancement was also detected
by the Tromsø radar (Figure 2) and to a lesser degree by the Svalbard 32 m
antenna (Figure 4) at around 12 UT, lasting until around 18 UT. Although
18 UT is close to local sunset on the ground, sunset at 100 km over
Tromsø is as late as around 21 UT and there is no sunset 100 km above
the Svalbard radars. Rather, these enhancements might be related to the
solar irradiation because Figure 1a shows that the X-ray flux exceeded
M-class flare level until around 17 UT. The Svalbard 42 m antenna looking
at 75° CGLat (Figures 3 and 5b) detected a similar enhancement of Te
(and a less outstanding enhancement of ion temperature Ti). Although
the signature started already at around 11 UT before the X9.3 flare, the sig-
nature until around 12 UT is most likely related to the cusp with enhanced
electron density and with strong altitude dependence (Nilsson et al., 1996).
This interpretation agrees with the higher Te at higher latitude in the sub-
cusp region during approximately 11–12 UT in Figure 2, while there is no
signature in the polar cap in Figure 4 at the same time. The latter suggests
that Figure 4 shows polar cap rather than the cusp during that period.

However, none of the EISCAT radars detected notable Te enhancement at
around 09 UT when the X2.2 flare occurred. If the solar irradiation is driving
the Te enhancement, the same level of irradiance (e.g., approximately
12–15 and 09–10 UT in Figure 1a) should cause a similar level of Te
enhancement, which is not the case for the present observation. Even tak-
ing into account the solar zenith angle, the irradiation flux alone does not
explain the absence of a temperature enhancement after 09:00 UT. This
problem must be investigated in the future.

Another low-altitude ionospheric effect caused by the X flares is enhance-
ment of ion convection Vi at a limited altitude range (90–130 km) in the
ionospheric E-region in both Figures 2d and 4d (the target latitudes are

about 68° and 77° CGLat, respectively) without variation of the peak altitude of Vi. The constant altitude of
the convection enhancement seen in two radars without heating signatures at the same location indicates
that this enhanced convection flows in a horizontal (northward) direction at a limited altitude range. In fact,
the Svalbard 42 m antenna (Figure 3d) did not detect any signature of upward flow at this altitude. The
enhanced convection signature became outstanding after 12:00 UT, but already existed from around
09 UT when the X2.2 flare occurred.

One possible cause of this velocity enhancement limited to the E-region is the enhancement of the Sq
convection and resultant Sq current through extra heating of the atmosphere and conductivity enhancement
(Dmitriev & Yeh, 2008; Enell et al., 2008). In fact, the geomagnetic data in Figure 1j show an outstanding
enhancement of the Sq variation at around 12 UT on 6 September, corresponding to the timing of the
X9.3 flare. This Sq enhancement is strongest at Bear Island geomagnetic station (BJN) at 74.5°N latitude (or
71.5° CGLat) and is notable over 63–76°N (or 60–73° CGLat). There are several explanations for this latitudinal
limitation such as the geometry of the convection cell having a sink near the terminator and the latitude-
limited flux enhancement of energetic particles.

Although we see enhancements of electron density Ne and temperature Te subsequent to the X9.3 flare after
12:00 UT on 6 September, no notable change was detected in the upflow velocity from the Svalbard 42 m
antenna in Figure 3d. Still, if we compare the upflow flux between different days, those in the prenoon region
show higher values on 7 September (maximum 7·1012·m�2·s�1 in a 30-min average) and 8 September
(maximum 1.7·1013·m�2·s�1 in a 30-min average, and later reached 4·1013·m�2·s�1) than 6 September
(maximum 3·1012·m�2·s�1 in a 30-min average), as shown in Figure 5c. For this examination, we took a 30-
min running average of Ne·Vi at 400 km altitude from the Svalbard 42 m antenna between 08:30 and

Table 1
Approximate Arrival Time of Each Solar Wind Event to the Earth (UT)

Event
Day
2017 Arrival UT Event IMF Bz

§3.1 6 Sep. ~09:00 X2.2 flare <0 nT
§3.1 6 Sep. ~11:55 X9.3 flare <0 nT
§3.1 6 Sep. ~18:00 X-ray < M-

class
~0 nT (B ~3 nT)

§3.2 6 Sep. ~20:00a SEP
enhancement

~0 nT (B ~3 nT)

§3.2 6 Sep. ~22:20a SEP peak ~0 nT (B ~3 nT)
§3.2 6 Sep. ~23:35 Proton event ~0 nT (B ~5 nT)
§3.2 6 Sep. ~23:50 First ICME >5 nT (from near zero)
§3.3 7 Sep. ~02:25 Bz change <�5 nT
§3.3 7 Sep. ~03:00 Bz change ~�3 nT
§3.3 7 Sep. ~03:25 Bz enhance <�5 nT
§3.3 7 Sep. ~04:50 Bz change <�5 nT
§3.3 7 Sep. ~06:20 Bz change <�5 nT
§3.3 7 Sep. ~07:40 Bz change <�5 nT
§3.3 7 Sep. ~09:15 Short Bz spike ~�3 nT
§3.3 7 Sep. ~09:45 Bz change <�5 nT
§3.3 7 Sep. ~10:45 Bz change Positive

7 Sep. ~14:30 (X1.3 flare) Positive
§3.4 7 Sep. ~20:45 Bz change <�8 nT
§3.4 7 Sep. 21:00–

22:00a
SEP peak �9 nT

§3.4 7 Sep. ~21:30 SEP arrival �9 nT
§3.4 7 Sep. ~23:10 Second ICME <�25 nT (from �9 nT)
§3.5 8 Sep. ~11:10a End of

SEP event
Positive

§3.5 8 Sep. ~11:20 Bz change <�5 nT (later �17 nT)

Note. IMF = interplanetary magnetic field; SEP = MeV-range energetic par-
ticle in the solar wind; ICME = interplanetary coronal mass ejection. Bold
face = major space weather events.
aAt ACE spacecraft (first Lagrange point L1).
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11:00 UT (about 10–12 LT), because the outflow is maximized at this local time for this latitude according to
the past statistics (e.g., Moore et al., 1999, and references therein). The simultaneous Cluster observation of
the same event at high altitudes in the prenoon region shows that the ICME arrivals caused an increase of
ionospheric ion outflow (Schillings et al., 2018). Therefore, the increased solar irradiation most likely contrib-
uted to preconditions for enhancement of the ion outflow. In fact, we detected an increase of ion tempera-
ture (Ti) after the X9.3 flare on 6 September in the VHF radar (Figure 2), which covered the subcusp region at
around 12 UT. In this sense, the observation is consistent with solar irradiation (F10.7 index) control of the
upflow (Cully et al., 2003; Peterson et al., 2006, 2008).

3.2. Arrival of the First ICME on 6 September (After 23:00 UT)

According to systematic observations and modeling of the solar surface and interplanetary propagation
(Redmon et al., 2018; Schillings et al., 2018), the first ICME was most likely ejected from the Sun in the evening
of 4 September (cf. M5.5 flare at around 20:30 UT), while the second ICME was most likely ejected at midday
on 6 September (cf. the X9.3 flare). For both ICMEs, local time of the EISCAT radars was near local midnight
when the ICME arrived at the Earth.

Before the first ICME arrived at ~23:45 UT on 6 September, strong toward (southward) convection of
200–600 m/s (these high values suggest horizontal flow) was observed at 77°–81° CGLat (Figure 4) from
around 15 UT to around 23 UT, that means, antisunward convection in the nightside sector. At equatorward
of this antisunward convection, a strong sunward flow (red in the color scale in Figure 2) was detected at a
limited line-of-sight distance (i.e., limited latitude), first approaching the Tromsø radar from about
21:30 UT, and later departing from the radar from about 23:10 UT. Ne, Te, and Ti followed the same time-
distance profile, moving equatorward slowly before the ICME arrival, followed by quick poleward expansion
with enhanced intensity, that is, in the samemanner as the latitudinal motion of an auroral arc near midnight.
The lowest latitude (auroral breakup latitude) is about 70° CGLat, which is much higher than the ordinary
onset of about 65° CGLat (Akasofu, 1981) but could be reasonable if we consider the weak IMF (about
3 nT) with Bz nearly zero. In the polar cap (Figure 4), a significant enhancement of the sunward convection
was also detected at a wide latitudinal range. However, no geomagnetic signature was detected at around
23 UT on 6 September in the nearby stations (Figure 1j) before the sudden commencement signature at
about 23:45 UT, that is, after the start of auroral expansion. Without a corresponding geomagnetic signature,
this is only a substorm-like expansion but is not necessary an auroral substorm (Akasofu, 1981).

The onset of this expansion together with the observed change in the convection direction took place
before the arrival of the first ICME or the flux enhancement of geosynchronous energetic particles. The IMF
during the entire period was very weak as mentioned above. Therefore, this is not triggered by the solar wind
or the IMF condition. The only possible external driver we found so far is the SEP event, with increase of flux
gradually from around 20 UT with peaks at around 22:20 and 23 UT at ACE (L1) in Figures 1e and 1f.

As for the ion upflow, the Svalbard 42m antenna (Figure 3) observed a very weak away flow (~20m/s on aver-
age) at around 200–400 km from about 19 UT until this onset, but became a weak toward flow during the
expansion of the auroral arc (about 23:20–00:40 UT on 6–7 September). This could well be an artifact of
the horizontal flow that is one order of magnitude faster than the upflow. In any case, we could not detect
any enhancement of upflow of more than 20 m/s at the arrival of the first ICME, but this is not surprising
because it is near the midnight sector where the auroral-related ion escape takes place in much lower lati-
tudes than the Svalbard radar (e.g., Moore et al., 1999).

3.3. Repeated Convection Enhancement With 1.5-hr Period

In the morning to noon sector between around 03 and 11 UT, on 7 September, the Tromsø VHF radar
(Figure 2) detected intermittent enhancements of Ti and away-flow with lifetimes of about 1 hr each, starting
at around 03:30, 05, 06:30, 08, 09:10, and 10:20 UT, as shown in Figures 6a (for Ti) and 6b (for Vi). The ion velo-
city exceeds 500 m/s, and hence we can assume the flow bursts are poleward. This explains why Figure 2a
(Ne) does not show the same structure (Ne mainly reflects the altitude profile). In addition, latitude-time dis-
persion of the enhancement is seen for each flow burst, indicating that the flow is patchy, and limited
in longitude.

The ground magnetometers at Longyearbyen under the Svalbard radars and BJN also detected variations
synchronized with the horizontal (poleward) convection, but this variation was not detected at Tromsø at
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69.7°N latitude (or 66.7° CGLat), as is shown in Figure 6e. Since the VHF radar detected the flow from 71°N, the
equatorward edge of the flow is located at 70–71°N for the first burst (peak at around 04 UT on 7 September).
As the radar approaches noon, the start latitude of these patches of poleward flow burst increases, indicating
a gradual poleward shift of the equator edge of the convection reversal.

Similar intermittent convection enhancements were observed by the Svalbard 32 m antenna (Figures 4d and
6b), but simultaneously at all latitudes, indicating a simultaneous motion of the entire region. The start time
of these flow bursts is the same as, but the end time much earlier than, those observed at lower latitude
(Figure 2d). The start time of these flow bursts agrees well with the southward turning of IMF (marked by
hatches in yellow in Figure 6 and listed in Table 1).

Figures 3d, 6c, and 6d show many short-lived enhancements of upflow (up to 100 m/s at 400 km altitude)
together with Ne enhancement in the Svalbard 42 m antenna that is looking in the vertical direction. The
timings of the Vi enhancement do not match those of the intermittent flow bursts. Rather, the upflow
velocity started increasing before the southward turning of IMF (hatched in yellow in Figure 6) and
reversed to decreasing when the IMF turned to southward. Since the phase of Vi enhancement does not
match between the Svalbard 42 and 32 m antennas, this unexpected behaviors of ion drift measured by
the Svalbard 42 m antenna is not due to contamination by the strong poleward flow, although we
have not identified any other explanation. This must be studied in detail but is outside the scope of this
overview paper.

The flow velocity variation has changed slightly during the strong substorm during around 09–10 UT (AL ~
�1,000 nT at 08:55 UT). The poleward flow velocity was constantly high in the polar cap at >80°N
(Svalbard 32 m antenna), whereas the intermittent velocity enhancement pattern repeated at lower latitudes,
which most likely correspond to the boundary region of the polar cap (both VHF and Svalbard 42 m
antennas). The peak velocity during this substorm is at the same level as before the substorm onset in both
horizontal and upward directions.

3.4. Arrival of the Second ICME on 7 September (~23 UT)

This ICME with higher velocity than the previous day is again accompanied by a SEP event (Figures 1e and 1f)
and a geosynchronous proton event (Figure 1g). Meanwhile, the IMF conditions differed considerably from
the previous one, with a large southward IMF of about Bz ~�30 nT, triggering the major geomagnetic storm
(start of main phase at 23:19 UT according to SYM-H in Figure 1i) as well as the AL < �2,000 nT substorm
(starting at 23:38 UT with its peak at 23:43 UT in Figure 1h) on 7 September.

For this event, only Tromsø VHF radar data (Figure 2) are available. The Svalbard radar resumed about 7 hr
after the ICME arrival. Nevertheless, the similar local time of the EISCAT measurements to the previous
ICME arrival the day before allows us to make a unique comparison. Figure 2d shows that strong antisunward
(equatorward) convection preexisted from 21:40 UT on 7 September at higher latitude than 76°N (73° CGLat),
with higher velocity than the previous event on 6 September, which is typical for a prolonged southward IMF.
The timing is consistent with a southward switch of the IMF at ACE at 19:56 UT.

On the arrival of the second ICME (or SEP event or geosynchronous proton event), Ne, Te, and Ti are enhanced,
for about half an hour from 23:20 UT on 7 September. These enhancements are seen at a relatively wide
range of line-of-sight distances, implying that the aurora is probably distributed over a relatively wide latitu-
dinal range, which agrees with the signature of disturbed convection in Vi. Thus, this is just another typical
case of strong substorm activity.

3.5. Sudden Equatorward Shift of the Cusp on 8 September (~12 UT)

Finally, the strongest ion away-flow (antisunward convection) since the X9.3 flare was observed near local
noon by the Tromsø radar (Figure 2d), starting around 11:30 UT on 8 September. Similar enhancement of
the antisunward convection was also observed by the Svalbard 32 m antenna (Figure 4d), and thus observed
at a wide latitude range over 71–82°N (69°–80° CGLat). The geomagnetic data (Figures 1h and 1j) show the
onset of a strong substorm at 12:13 UT that led to the second main phase of the magnetic storm seen in
SYM-H, but this onset is only after the enhancement of the ion away-flow. The timing of the enhanced pole-
ward flow matches with the significant change in the IMF as summarized in Table 1: it became southward,
first to Bz ~�5 nT at 11:20 UT and later to Bz ~�15 nT at 11:40 UT.
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However, the enhancement is only for antisunward flow. Both Svalbard antennas (42 and 32m) show that the
cusp signature (Ne and Ti) moved equatorward and faded at around the same time (11–12 UT). Ion upflow
(Figure 3d) also decreased. The observation follows the statistical cusp view, which is expected tomove equa-
torward outside the target area of the Svalbard 42 m antenna in such conditions (Newell et al., 1989). The
upflow velocity after the cusp moved equatorward is also lower than before entering the cusp, which corre-
sponds to the prenoon side of the cusp when the IMF was pointing northward.

4. Discussion

The September 2017 space weather event turned out to be an ideal event to study the ionospheric ion
responses to extreme space weather conditions using the EISCAT radars because an X9.3 flare, two ICME arri-
vals, and peaks of the SEP events all took place when the EISCAT radars were observing near local noon or
near local midnight. For example, sudden increases of the X-ray flux by two orders of the magnitude and
associated increases of the UV flux did not change the upflow signature at <400 km altitude, although the
ion and electron temperatures were enhanced immediately after the X9.3 flare, providing a favorable precon-
dition for ion escape. The absence of a significant increase of ion upflow agrees with the Cluster result
(Schillings et al., 2018). The observations suggest that the high X-ray (and UV) flux can simply be a precondi-
tion before enhancing the ion upflow.

An intense upflow was observed between around 05 and 12 UT on 7 September, when the geomagnetic
activity was relatively low whereas substorms starting at around 09 UT on 7 September (AL ~ �1,000 nT at
08:55 UT) and around 12 UT on 8 September (AL ~ �2,400 nT at 12:17 UT) did not cause notable enhance-
ment of ion outflow although the development of AL was sharp and EISCAT was observing themidday sector.
This indicates that the reported Kp dependence comes from common upstream space weather conditions
that cause both high escape rate and the geomagnetic activity.

No immediate enhancement of ion upflow in the local midnight sector is detected after the arrival of the first
ICME or SEP event (Figures 1e–1g). Meanwhile, the upflow in the prenoon sector (corresponding to
approximately 7–10 UT) became somewhat higher on 7 September than on 6 September before the first
ICME (and the X9.3 flare). Thus, the effect of the enhancement, if the ICME arrival or SEP event contributed
to the upflow, continued for hours. In fact, Cluster observed higher escape flux after the second ICME arrival
than before.

The observations could not identify the dominating element that contributed to the upflow enhancement
from among the solar wind velocity increase, density increase, or the SEP events that peaked at the passage
of the first ICME. There are reports that SEP events originating from the solar surface enhance ion escape from
planets (Futaana et al., 2008; Ulusen et al., 2012). Since energetic particles can penetrate into the lower part of
the ionosphere/atmosphere and have larger gyroradius to reach the subcusp region compared to the solar
wind, it is quite possible that energetic particles that are accelerated at the ICME shock also contributes to
the upflow. If so, the relatively smooth increase of ion upflow in the present study may well be caused by
the flux increase of energetic particles associated with the ICME rather than the ICME itself. Unfortunately,
ICMEs arrived when EISCAT was observing near midnight, and hence we cannot single out any of these can-
didates as the direct trigger of ion upflow on the dayside.

As mentioned in subsection 3.4, the Svalbard 42 m antenna detected many short-lived enhancements of
upflow as fast as 100 m/s at 400 km altitude in the period approximately from 05 to 11 UT on 7
September (Figure 6c). The enhancement started during northward IMF periods, and the upflow velocity
started to decrease after the southward turning of IMF. The observation is unexpected because statistics from
the same radar showed a higher upflow flux for southward IMF than northward IMF by nearly a factor of two
(Ogawa et al., 2009). However, reduction of the upflow immediately after a southward turning of IMF in a case
study does not necessarily contradict the statistics by Ogawa et al. (2009), because statistics during south-
ward IMF are biased by the occurrence of themagnetic storms that are more common after ICME arrivals with
southward IMF. A magnetic storm is known to enhance the ion escape by orders of magnitude (Moore et al.,
1999; Slapak et al., 2017, and references therein). If we subtract this effect to extract pure effect through the
dayside route only, the southward IMF may decrease the outflow by transferring the majority of the solar
wind energy directly to the nightside over the high-latitude polar cap rather than deflected into the cusp
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and its vicinity. In fact, the cusp size shrinks during southward IMF compared to northward IMF (Newell et al.,
1989). A separate study with detailed examination of the timing is needed to investigate this problem.

A similar IMF dependence exists during approximately 11–12 UT on 8 September, when the IMF changed
from northward to strongly southward (Bz about �17 nT). The EISCAT Svalbard radar at near local noon
detected the cusp signature until 11:20 UT with substantial upflow flux during northward IMF. This is consis-
tent with the conditions for upflow related to ion heating, which is maximized in the cusp (e.g., Nilsson et al.,
1996, 2008). After the southward turning of IMF, the cusp moved equatorward to outside the radar’s target
area, and hence the low altitude ion heating in the radar’s target area was no longer sufficient to accelerate
the ions upward against gravity. This caused a reduction of the ion upflow velocity of the heated ions that are
transported by the strong convection to this latitude (Ogawa et al., 2009). A similar explanation may apply for
the lower upflow velocity after 12:00 UT on 8 September (exiting from the cusp by the southward turning of
IMF) than before 10:00 UT (on the prenoon side of the cusp) when the IMF was pointing northward. In both
cases, the upflow velocity at a fixed geographic location decreased with the southward turning of the IMF,
contrary to the statistics.

The IMF control of the horizontal convection (subsections 3.3 and 3.5) generally agrees with past studies: the
convection is enhanced during southward IMF with the area of convection expanding (or convection reversal
moving) equatorward. One notable observation in terms of the dynamics is the substorm-like motion of the
auroral arc during a very weak IMF (3 nT) with nearly zero northward component, at around 23 UT on 6
September before the first ICME arrival. The breakup of the auroral signature at local midnight took place
at around 70° CGLat without significant geomagnetic signature. Even the geomagnetic station under this aur-
oral arc (BJN in Figure 1j) did not detect notable magnetic deviation. In this sense it is not an ordinary sub-
storm. We have not identified the cause of such a substorm-like auroral activity. The SEP event is the only
event we have found so far that preceded before this activity, but this could well be a pure coincidence.

5. Conclusion

During 6–8 September 2017, EISCAT observed intermittent but significant ion upflow (1012–13·m�2·s�1)
already at as low as 400 km altitude during the entire period, with the intensity slightly increased if we com-
pare the prenoon region over consecutive days after the X flares and ICME arrivals. While the general features
of the ion outflow are consistent with our past knowledge, the observations showed some new features and
raised questions. (1) The observed increase of the upflow was not triggered by the observed X9.3 X-ray flare,
although they most likely contributed the preconditions, such as ion heating, for increased upflow. (2) The
present observations could not distinguish the driving factor of the observed increase of the ion outflow
among the enhanced solar wind, the SEP events, or the geosynchronous proton events. Dedicated studies
are needed to find out the relative importance of the ICME arrival, a SEP event, and a geosynchronous proton
event on the ionospheric heating and ion upflow. (3) The observations also showed a possibility that south-
ward IMF does not necessarily enhance the local upflow but may suppress it. While this is consistent with the
major destination of the solar wind energy during southward IMF, this also needs further studies. (4) Finally,
the Tromsø VHF radar detected substorm-like auroral arc motions, first moving equatorward and then
expanded and breaking up at around 70° CGLat, but without outstanding geomagnetic signatures. This is
a complete puzzle. We do not even know whether it is associated with the SEP event at all. We need to make
further investigations, including finding more cases.
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